
‘Moms’ Holiday Gift Album 
 

This is an album I made for my God Mother to show her how much I appreciate her.  It shows in the journaling titles all the 
feelings and emotions regarding what she does for me. 

Supplies used: 
1 Chatterbox Memory Building Kit (your choice) 

1 Chatterbox Love Tiles/Stickers that coordinate with kit 
1 Package We R Eyelets 

This album took only about 2 hours to put together.  So fast and simple, yet meaningful.   
 

• Cut each of the sheets of paper into 8x8” squares.  Using your Xyron 900 Adhesive Machine, adhere papers of your choice 
back to back so that one sheet is showing on one side and the other on the opposite side.  We are gluing the sheets together so 
that they are more stable in the book.   

• After cutting your sheets to 8x8”, you will end up with many strips that are 4x12” leftover.  We are going to use those sheets to 
create a folded journaling block.  You can also mount a photo to the front of this block.  (see Image B).  After folding the strip 
in half, mount it on the bottom right of the first page so that ¼” of the folded edge is hanging off of the page.  Now this journal 
block is doubling as a page ‘tab’.  Cute huh?  ☺ 

• Repeat the above step on page 2nd page as well, but mount the block on the top of the right side so that you can see both tabs 
when the album is closed.   
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Tip: 
Use extra strips and scraps to 
embellish pages with borders and 
photo mats.   

Tip: 
Mat Love Tiles that work with your 
theme on extra scrap paper and 
mount to pages where they fit best.    

Tip: 
I used the circle stickers as tabs for 
each journal block to be opened.  
On the front of the journal block, I 
backed 2 circle stickers together so 
that they wouldn’t stick down on 
the base page.   


